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Mount anything, anywhere.

Mobility Mounting Solutions
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RAM offer an extensive range of revolutionary mounting solutions for a variety of mobile electronics used within 
the mobility sector. Featuring truly rugged, patented, interchangeable, vibration resistant ball & socket systems, 
RAM provide an inventively simplistic solution to mounting and adjusting any mobile device in any environment.
 

Compatible with or without 
heavy-duty cases or skins

Suitable for low and high
vibration environments
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Installation Solutions 
Mount Kits ”Rugged. Interchangeable. Adjustable.”

18”12”6”
Part Number             Details          Overall Length       

Clamping Range (All 3 sizes)

Available in 3 sizes:

(Flat Surface):  0” - 1.6” (0mm - 40mm)
(Rail/Tube): 1” - 1.875” (25.5mm - 47.5mm)  

  RAM-404-6-KT                 Tough-Claw™ HD, 6” Extension Pole & Swivel Double Socket Arm                  19” (49cm)

  RAM-404-12-KT               Tough-Claw™ HD, 12” Extension Pole & Swivel Double Socket Arm               25” (64cm)

  RAM-404-18-KT               Tough-Claw™ HD, 18” Extension Pole & Swivel Double Socket Arm               31” (79cm)
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With a wide variety of chairs, scooters and frames available in the 
mobility market, finding a practical surface to mount electronics 
can be an expensive and convoluted task.

Often, the only available space in which to utilise a mount is at the
bottom of the chair, and if a 10-12” tablet is your device of choice, 
the mount used needs to be incredibly sturdy and reliable.

Thankfully, we have completely re-engineered one of our
most popular bases - the Tough-Claw™ - to make it capable
of securely holding even heavier devices on long
extension poles.

Not only can we accommodate
weighty electronics, but our
components can also be:

>> Interchanged to suit a
      number of applications

>> Easily installed &
      removed by hand

>> Provided at a lower cost 
      compared to our
      competitors. 
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Tough-Claw™ HD

                   The Tough-Claw™ HD features:

+  A reinforced integrated 1.5” steel ball  
+  Nylon-injected composite body materials
+  A simple, aesthetic and practical design 
+  Easy to use knobs for installation and removal
+  Compatibility with all 1.5” (C-Size) RAM components
+  A lifetime guarantee, Made In USA, assembled in UK.

Our Tough-Claw™ range offers an incredibly versatile and adaptable solution for mounting devices to a number of 
surfaces. For the unique requirements within the mobility market we’ve now engineered a special version of this 
already prolific product line and we’ve named it the Tough-Claw™ HD (Heavy Duty).

Part Number           Details                                             Grip Diameter
                                                                                               MIN             MAX

  RAP-404-HD                   Medium Tough-Claw™ HD Base                1”              1.875”

  RAP-401-HD                   Large Tough-Claw™ HD Base                     1”              2.25”
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Installation Solutions For 
SMARTPHONES

The revolutionary X-Grip® is an extendable universal holder that 
can expand and contract to grip any phone with or 
without a case. Incorporating a smooth spring-loaded
mechanism with rubber tipped arms, the X-Grip® offers a
unique concept that provides a strong hold and quick & easy
adjustment for mounting your phone. 
 
>> X-Grip® is ideal for small and regular sized phones. 
>> Large X-Grip® is recommended for larger/phablet devices.

 The X-Grip® features:
 
+  Suitability for 99% of smartphones on the market
+  A universal fit for phones with or without cases
+  A High-strength rugged design
+  Easy access to all device ports
+  Powerful spring-loaded arms for a solid grip 
+  Rubber tips to secure and protect your device 
+  Rugged composites with stainless steel details
+  A Lifetime guarantee, Made In USA.

The Universal

X-Grip® 
For Smartphones

Part Number Specification                                        Width               Depth 
                                          MIN            MAX           MAX    

RAM
-HOL-UN

XX

  RAM-HOL-UN7B                 X-Grip® Universal Phone Holder with 1” Ball                                           1.9”            3.25”          0.875”
  RAM-HOL-UN10B Large X-Grip® Universal Phone Holder with 1” Ball                              1.75”          4.5”          0.875”
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The X-Grip® features:

+ Universal fits with or without cases
+ Unique rugged designs
+ Easy access to all device ports
+ Spring-loaded arms for a powerful grip 
+ Rubber tips to secure and protect your device
+ Hard composite plastics with stainless steel details.
+ A lifetime guarantee, Made In USA.

  Part Number Specification                                         Width               Depth 
                                           MIN           MAX           MAX

  RAM-HOL-UN8B X-Grip® Universal 7” Tablet Holder with 1” Ball                                        2.5”            5.75”          0.875”                                     
iiRAM-B-202-UN9 X-Grip® Universal 10” Tablet Holder with 1” Ball                                6.25”          8.1”          0.875”
  RAM-B-202-UN11 X-Grip® Universal 12” Tablet Holder with 1” Ball                                     7.25”          8.75”          0.875”                              
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Installation Solutions For 
TABLETS
The Universal 
X-Grip® 
For 7”, 10” & 12” Tablets



X-Grip® II & III
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iPad mini in an X-Grip® 
on a 12” pole system 
with a Tough-ClawTM HD 
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Installation Solutions 
Action Cameras

  Part Number Specification                                       Description           

  RAP-B-202-GOP1 GoPro Adapter with 1” Ball                                                                            Fits all GoPro Heros & any action camera using the GoPro footprint                     

  RAP-B-366 1” Ball with 1/4”-20 Male Camera Thread                              Connects to any standard female thread. Recommended for small cameras  

  RAM-B-202A 1” Ball with 2.5” Round Base & 1/4”-20 Male Camera Thread           Connects to any standard female thread. Recommended for DSLRs            

Our mounts don’t just out-perform others with regard to 
stabilising heavy devices but also offer unmatched stability
and vibration absorbance for smaller devices too.

Whether you’re mounting your camera for leisure or security
and piece of mind, our GoPro and 1/4” threaded 1” balls are
ideal for mounting small action cameras, medium sized
point & shoot cameras and even heavy duty DSLR’s. 
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Accessories

Accessories

  Part Number               Specification                                   Description           

  RAP-B-400-132-KT            Cup Holder with double socket arm and small Tough-Claw™            Self-Levelling Level Cup™ drink holder. Claw clamping range = 0.625” to 1.5”                   

  RAP-B-400-201                   Small Tough-Claw™ base with double-socket arm  for 1” balls        For mounting any device with 1” ball. Claw clamping range = 0.625” to 1.5”      

As an addition to our heavy duty mount kits, if you require a smaller mount that doesn’t need an extension
between the user and the mounting surface we offer a range of light-weight mount kits that can either be
attached directly to your chair within reach or mounted to the poles of our larger mount kits (see pages 1 & 2):

Self-Levelling Cup Holder

Add-On Mount Kit
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Official UK distributor

RAM Mount UK
Unit 5, The Lion Centre, Hanworth Trading Estate , TW13 6DS   I   020 8894 1234   I   sales@ram-mount.co.uk   I   www.ram-mount.co.uk


